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Children's Dresses and
other pieces will not
soil so easily, if

pro-perlyjaunder-

panted by Kornan Cripps and Margaret Taylor
has returned to our Bhores and a royal and up
roarlouB welcome has been his at overy performance. There Is no one In the world who can come
so near falling and stay on his feet as Charlie
Howard and his Is one of those acts that can be
repeated year after year without tiring his audiences.
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Troy Laundry
Distinctive Work
Office 18 East Broadway
Phone Hyland 192

Things start off with some remarkable pictures In the Travel Weekly and the orchestra
puts over a little treat with numerous selections
from "Watch Your Step." Vaudeville audiences
require sprightly music more than they do the
classics and the orchestra this week is exactly
lining the bill.
Queenle Dunedln dances ibetter on the stage
and a tight wire than she sings and Vlollnsuy,
billed as an eccentric genius of the violin and
piano, is just that. His performance Is all the more
pleasing ibecause he doesn't intersperse it with a
lot of Inane chatter. Besides his perfectly good
playing he has a pleasing novelty or two. Jed and
Ethel Dooley are responsible for some fair stuff on
the bicycle and with the lariat, but do nothing extra. Charles and Fanny Van In "A Case of Emergency" are positively awful and the real emergency was the one the audience found it was In
while they were on the stage.
Toots Paka with her time honored hula hula
dance, native singers and instrumentalists of
Hawaii has an act principally attractive because
of the playing of one of the number. Ralph Lohse
and Nana Sterling in their athletic feats, have
incorporated a number of thrillers In their fast
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Hamilton's
Smart Shop
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There

is always collaboration of
fashion and opportunity at the
Smart Shop. We inaugurated the
practice of receiving frequent ar- rivals of the newest clothes for
women by express during each
season and have consistently con- tinued that practice. Consequent- ly you will always find the proper
and newest creations in the sur- prises we display.
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SOUTH MAIN ST
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FIRST PRIZE
FOR

UTAH MADE CANDY
WAS AWARDED
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By Utah State Fair
Try our
Sunday Special 50c Brick Ice Cream

PHONES
Keeley Ice Cream Co.

DELIVERED

3223-322-
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The four Marx Brothers will appear as the
"Big Act" at the Orpheum, the week starting tomorrow afternoon. Theh work is said to be the
acme of versatility. They will ibe supported iby a
company of fifteen, and their offering will be
known as "At Home."
Frank Milton and the DeLong sisters will be
seen in one of their famous comedy offerings this
time a new one never before presented here.
Other acts will be Miss Una Fairweather In
songs and the popular and grand opera; Nina
Payne and Joe Niemeyer in dances and songs;
musical Johnsons; Plplfax and Panlo, otherwise
Brown and
known as "Humpstl-Bumpstl"- ;
with their novelty offering, and the
Travel Weekly.

American peautp
f

peer
is a pure product of the fields. The finest
hops and barley are used in making it. The
beer when it reaches the consumer is as
pure and clean as the growing grain. You
are safe when you drink

American Peautp

peer
Safe from any possible adulteration or

"THE CHORUS LADY"
Marjorle Daw, who is so rapidly gaining favor
as a moving picture star, is seen at her best in
the production of "The Chorus Lady," now at the
American. The star part of the play Is in the
hands of Cleo Ridgeley and the two with an excellent company are attracting great crowds.
The possibilities to stage a hundred details of
a drama which are too numerous to be seen in
the actual play through the medium of a film
production, make It doubly interesting and Rose
Stahl's famous 'The Chorus Lady" is no exception.

Another J. Rufus Wallingford film, the Pathe
Weekly and the American concert orchestra rendering an exceptional program, complete a great
entertainment.

Keep in touch with what the papers are
saying about you during
your political campaign
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Interniountahi Press Clipping Bureau
901-90-
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Boston BuildlnjI

Open All Night
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Telephone Was. 304

S. D. EVANS
UNDERTAKERS

New Building
8 Stnte St.
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AND EMBALMERS

Modern Establishment
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SALT LAKE CITY

REMEMBER

I

THEM"

Cloth . . . $2.00
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Half Leather . . . $5.00
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Toga Top Coats
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The highest class over- coat placed on the mar- ket. Made by Studd &

H

Millington, London,

IH

England.
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THE ARGYLE CASE
It costs no more than the ordinary brands.

Phone your dealer or the brewery direct
for a case Hy. 17.

Salt Lake Brewing Co.

Anthony J. Smythe is mainly responsible for
the disappointment patrons of the Ernest Wilkes
stock company experienced in seeing "The Argyle
Case," but there were others in the cast who did
not have a much better conception of their roles
than did the leading man, particularly Guy Hlt-ne- r
as the lawyer. Of all the crook plays that experienced such a run two or three seasons back,
"The Argyle Case" was one of the big thrillers,
and while it was not expected that Mr. Smythe
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Bu Judge C. C. Goodwin
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